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is loaded with religious and cultural history. The Bihar government made considerable efforts to attract visitors to the state. The focus was on promoting many of Bihar's religious sites, the most famous of which are Buddhist. Important places for Buddhists are the Mahabodhi Temple in Bodhgayya, where Buddha is believed to have meditated, while the Mahavir Mandir temple in
Patna, the capital, is revered by Hindus. 01 of the 18 Address Bodh Gaya, Bihar 824231, India Phone Number 91 631 220 0735 Bihar, where Buddha began his journey to enlightenment, and can follow in his sacred footsteps. The most important Buddhist pilgrimage site in the world is Bodhgaya, where Buddha enlightened himself by meditating under a bodhi tree. The magnificent
Mahabodhi Temple, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, marks this place. It's a sprawling and peaceful place to spend some time. Bodhgaya also has many Buddhist monasteries and temples, with different architectural styles. If you are interested in Buddhism, you will find many courses and retreats on offer there. 02 of 18 Tim Mackins / Getty Images Address Gaia, Bihar, India
Although it is near Bodhgaya, Gaia could not be more different. Foreign tourists may wish to skip this rather bustling and unattractive city, which is an important hub for Hindu pilgrims. The main attraction is the temple of Vishnupad, with its massive footprint of Lord Vishnu, imprinted on the rock. Unfortunately, non-Hindus are not allowed inside the temple. Pilgrims come to Gaia to
perform the sacred ritual of Pinda Dan for their deceased elders, which Lord Ram and his wife Sita are said to have performed there. It is believed that the ceremony will free the souls of the dead, as well as provide salvation and liberation from rebirth. 03 of 18 Significant Attraction in Buddhist District The vast ruins of the University of Naland date back to the fifth century, making it
one of the oldest universities in the world. Thylanda was an important center of Buddhist learning with approximately 10,000 monks and students. He lived to the twelfth century, when he was plundered by Muslim invaders and his Torched. More than nine million manuscripts are believed to have been destroyed. The highlight of the ruins is the pyramidal Stupa of Sariputra,
surrounded by steps and sculptures. The ruins were listed as a UN World Heritage Site in 2016, making it the second in Bihar. The ruins can be easily visited from nearby Rajgir. Regularly share jeeps run between the two seats, although they get crowded. 04 out of 18 nayanavela2002@yahoo.co.in/Getty images. Address Rajgir, Bihar, India Lord Buddha spent several years in
Rajgir after enlightening. Although Rajgir is a popular pilgrimage destination for Buddhists, Hindus and Jains, it does not receive as much attention from foreign tourists as it deserves. A couple of days can be spent exploring the area, which is many historical sites, caves, shrines and temple remains. One of the most popular things to do is take the air tram uphill to Vishwa Shanti
Stupa. Go back down the hill and visit the Vulture Peak where Buddha preached to his disciples. The view is remarkable. Also of interest is the remains of an ancient stone cyclopic wall built by the Moorish rulers that surrounded Rajgir. Hot springs with healing properties attract a lot of visitors, but they are dirty and poorly maintained. The annual Rajgir Mahotsav Classical Music
and Dance Festival takes place at the end of December. Continue to 5 of 18 below. 05 of 18 De Agostini/G. Nimatallah/Getty Images. The address of Vaishali, Bihar, India Vaishali is another important Buddhist and Jai pilgrim destination. The Lord Buddha often visited the large and prosperous city and preached his last sermon in nearby Colhua. Emperor Ashoka built one of his
famous lion pillars there, in the 3rd century BC, to commemorate the occasion. Many people also believe that Lord Mahavira, the 24th and last teacher of Jaina, was born in the area, although this is being discussed. 06 of 18 Sharell Cook Annual Sonepur Fair is a genuine rural fair that combines spirituality with elephant, cattle and horse trade. It will take place at the end of
November in Sonepur, about 45 minutes from the capital Patna. Traditionally known as the cattle fair, the Sonepur Fair now has a more commercial focus with the aim of attracting both domestic and international tourists. Don't miss the fascinating sight of taranthars, pilgrims and elephants taking favorable holy baths in the river at sunrise on Karthik Purnima! 07 of 18 Richard
I'Anson / Getty Images Address Sasaram, Bihar 821115, India If you travel from Bodhgaya to Varanasi in Uttar Pradesh, it is worth stopping in Sasaram to see the mausoleum of Emperor Sher Shah Suri. In ancient times, before the Mughal rulers moved it to Delhi, Bihar was the center of power. Many Sufi saints to the region and attracted pilgrims with their liberal thinking and
humanistic sermon. You'll find sacred tombs of Muslim rulers in Bihar. The one owned by Emperor Sher Shah Suri, sitting in the middle of a large artificial lake, is one of the most carefully constructed. 08 out of 18 You may know Karim from Delhi, but this is not the only place where you can eat the revered kebabs of this restaurant. Now, Karim's has opened an outpost in Patna
where you can enjoy the same rolls of tikka, lamb kebabs and Mughlai staples as the original location in Jama Masjid. Continue to 9 of 18 below. 09 of 18 Dinodia Photo/Getty Images Although currently in ruins, the Palace of Lavlaha, located in Rajnagar near Madhubani in Bihar is worth a visit for architectural beauty. The palace, built by Maharaja Rameshwar Singh, was
destroyed by an earthquake in 1934. The palace complex consists of gardens, ponds and temples. There is a museum on the ground floor that has beautiful architectural features in ceilings and doorways. Exhibits inside include artifacts collected by Maharaja including toy cars, photographs, library books, trophies and more. 10 of 18 HarjeetSinghNarang/Getty Images Vishwa
Shanti Stupa, known as the World Peace Pagoda, is in Rajgir. One of the 7 pagodas of the world built in India, this example of Japanese style architecture is a must to visit. The pagoda was built in 1969 and has four Buddha statues that represent four important stages of Buddha's life: birth, enlightenment, learning and death. 11 of the 18 Vaibhavchou/WikiCommons/CC BY-SA
3.0 Birders will enjoy a trip to Lake Kanwar, the largest freshwater oxbow lake in India. Located in Begusarai, Kanwar Lake Bird Sanctuary is a stopover for more than 60 species of migratory birds. The best time to visit and see most birds is from October to the end of March, and if you want to see green plants thriving, the monsoon season (June to September) is a good time. 12
of 18 Peter Langer /Getty Images Four Caves of Barabar, in the mountains 24 kilometers north of Gaia, are said to be the oldest caves with push back in India. Caves and artifacts found there date back to the Moorish Empire (322-185 BC), and evidence of Buddhist and Jai art has been found. Fascinating caves have design and inscriptions on all walls and ceilings. Continue to 13
of 18 below. 13 of 18 Mark A Paulda/Getty Images Monastery and Temple are just a kilometre from the Mahabodhi Temple and built in impressive Bhutanese style. Among the treasures you will find richly known paintings and tapestries from Bhutan. The monastery is open to visitors daily, except 12:00 to 14:00. Enjoying the territory and art, you can have the honor of hearing the
prayer of the monks. 14 of Chhat's 18 are huge in Bihar. The six-day festival is one of the most important aspects of Bihar's culture, as and his sister is worshipped and lavishly celebrated. There are processions, prayers, and and In the Ganges. People come from all over the world to see colorful celebrations. The dates of the festival vary, but take place sometime in October or
November. 15 of 18 Pramod R. Mistry/Getty Images When visiting India, purchases of folk art should be high on the to-do list. Madhubani Art, also known as Mithila Painting, is made by the artist's fingers, and with branches, pens, brushes, and matches. This folk art, part of Bihar's culture, has colorful geometric designs and images representing aspects of rituals. Madhubani's art
can be found in shops, galleries and at the Madhubani Art Centre in New Delhi. 16 of the 18 Avishek Das / EyeEm / Getty Images Chhau is a type of dance that can be seen in Bihar and primarily performed during festivals. In a traditional dance, participants wear masks and colorful clothes, performing sports dance moves. Traditionally, dancers are all male and perform mainly
during spring festivals. Chhau emerged from a combination of classical Hindu dances and the traditions of ancient regional tribes. Continue to 17 of 18 below. 17 of the 18 Royal India Journeys The Mahaparinirvan Express train, named after Buddha's journey, is a special train that takes people on a tour to visit Buddhist places in Northern India. Stops include some of the most
popular Buddhist places in Bihar, such as Rajgir, Gaia and Naa. A tourist train with amenities such as gourmet meals offers an eight-day seven-day spiritual tour. 18 Saurav Sen Tonandada/Public Domain Bhagalpur is one of the largest cities in Bihar and is known for its silk products such as scarves and sari material made in Bhagalpur. There are also temples and ruins in the
surrounding area. About 40 kilometers away, you can visit the ruins of the ancient Vikramasil University, one of the oldest Buddhist universities in the world, home to a museum with statues and artifacts. Artifacts. bihar si book in hindi pdf download
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